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Dianne and I began attending Holy Angels 

about 20 years ago when our youngest son 

was preparing for Confirmation.  We were 

really impressed by the welcoming and 

relaxed atmosphere of the parish.  

Until I experienced Holy Angels, I had not 

been sufficiently motivated to make the very 

personal commitment to become a Catholic.  

The friendly atmosphere of the parish 

combined with the kindness of Fr. Joe Labbe 

provided what I needed to make my leap of 

faith to join the Church.  I will always 

remember that Fr. Labbe offered to personally 

tutor me through the RICA classes, because I 

had a conflict on the regular meeting night.  It 

was an unexpected blessing to get to know Fr. 

Joe while learning about my new faith.  I will 

also never forget that it is because of Holy 

Angels that I have grown to know God.   

For years we were regulars at 12:00 mass and 

volunteered for a variety of parish functions.  But it wasn’t until I made the decision to join our 

wonderful choir that I achieved a sense of giving back, and of belonging.  I naturally have 

enjoyed performing at our glorious Christmas masses as well as Sundays at 10:00, but the most 

satisfying experience has come from being part of a small core of choir members who sing at 

funerals.  Father Dan once told me that he enjoyed saying mass for funerals more than any 

other mass, because he could feel that people were more receptive to receiving Jesus.  I now 

understand.   

Thank you for approaching me with this opportunity to give back to the parish that has truly 

changed my life.  If Parish Council needs someone with my experience and gifts and who 

knows how to work with a team and get things done, then I’d very much enjoy helping the 

parish.   

 

 

 

 

 

 


